
60 Best-Selling
DUAL-LEVEL PASSAGES

TEXT 
DEPENDENT 
QUESTIONS

with



DUAL-LEVEL PASSAGES







Regardless 
of the 
reading 
level, the 
questions 
are the 
same!



Print with Audio Support QR 
Codes or Without Them!



Written by a 
Professional 
Children’s Author!

• High Interest 
Topics

• Two Reading 
Levels

• Same Text 
Dependent 
Questions for 
Both Levels



Half of the passages are

NON-FICTION.



A third of the passages are
FICTIONAL.



The rest are poems!

NOTE: 
Poems are not leveled.



Includes 5 sets of 
paired passages!



Perfect for the 
PAIRED PASSAGES!



Rachel Lynette is a published 
author of over 120 nonfiction 

books for children on a 
variety of subjects.



Easily differentiate 
between the pages.



• Color-Coded 
by Passage 
Type

• Multiple Choice 
& Short 
Answer

• Optional Audio 
Support!

Preview

Click “Preview” to learn more!







Check off passages as they 
have been assigned!





Full Sized Slide for Each Text Time Passage 
Text Boxes are Color Coded According to type of Passage
Move the Circle to Select Multiple Choice Answers
Type in the Shaded Boxes 
Perfect for Distance Learning and the Paperless Classroom 



Click “Preview” 
to learn more!

Student Materials



OVER 4,000

5 STAR RATINGS



I teach a combined third and fourth grade and this close 
reading resource is the best that I have ever seen! I have 

already put in TEXT TIME for Tuesday and Thursday 
Reading Workshop warm-up! I love the two reading levels! I 
love the organization--skill listed on bottom, variety of skills, 

numbers on each activity, great table of contents, and answer 
key! Thank you for sharing your talent! It is simply amazing!



LOVE these for tutoring our young kiddos after a long 
day's work. They are short and sweet, yet engaging for 
my students. The questions are perfect and they really 

get my students thinking. Rather than answering all 
surface type questions, it makes them think deeper and 

further, all while still staying engaged and not feeling 
discouraged. Thank you!



This resource has been amazing for distance 
learning! I've used the paper copies in class, 
but the digital copies are so helpful! I simply 

upload the text times I want to google 
classroom and assign each kid a copy. Thank 
you for making this so simple (& meaningful)!





If you would like consistent practice all year 
long, use two Text Time pages per week, 

perhaps on Tuesdays and Thursdays. 
Another option is to use them three times a 

week, possibly Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday, which will get you through most of the 

school year. A third possibility is to go ala 
carte, selecting passages for their subjects or 

the skills addressed as needed.



Depending on the age and abilities of your 
students, you may need to work through 
the first few together. As skills improve, 
students should be able to complete the 

questions independently. Another option is 
to allow students to work in partners. You 

may also want to use sticky-notes for 
annotating.



Because the skills addressed go much 
deeper than simple comprehension, and 

are more aligned with close reading, 
students may need to read the passage 
more than once. You may want to model 

that practice.



Students will benefit more if there is time 
to discuss the questions and answers. 
Because answers will sometimes vary, 

this is an excellent opportunity for 
students to justify their responses. This 
will also help struggling students as the 
skills repeat throughout the resource.



These passages could be used for bell 
work, at a center or station, as part of a 

reading packet, with a small group, as 
homework, as enrichment for younger, 

highly capable students, as remediation for 
struggling students, or as test prep.



This resource is 
available in money-saving 

bundles! Be sure and 
check them out!


